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Project Objective:

Why our Website?

CCC Website Framework:

To create a conference management system
which persistently handles registration for
conferences.

Our system takes a user through the
conference registration process in an
efficient, time-saving manner.

Database: MySQL
User Interface: Django and CSS for Visualization

What is the CCC?

The Computational Complexity
Foundation will also be able to easily
view and export statistics concerning
Conferences.

 The Computational Complexity
Foundation(CCF) is an organization
aiming to foster research and education in
computational complexity theory.
 The main activity of the organization is
it’s annual conference, the
Computational Complexity
Conference(CCC).

Issues Addressed:
 Not Consistent - All of the information is
manually maintained, and registration is
wholly handled by the host institution in
the city where the conference is being
held at any given year.
 Not Centralized - Data pertaining to past
conferences is maintained manually and
not in a central database.
 Labor intensive - The current method of
data storage and access is a very time
consuming and labor intensive manual
process.

We have also designed the system to be
useful for a variety of organizations.

Website Workflow:
Users: Have the capability to:
 Register for our system,
 View conference information
 Register and pay for conferences they
wish to attend.
Administrative User: Have the ability to:
 Create conferences
 Manage conference information
 Download conference statistics.
Site Administrators: Have:
 Complete control over the database
 Complete control over all conferences
in the system.

